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Dr. Masaru Emoto, the Japanese scientist who revolutionized the idea that our 
thoughts and intentions impact the physical realm, is one of the most important water 
researchers the world has known.  For over 20 years until he passed away in 2014, 
he studied the scientific evidence of how the molecular structure in water transforms 
when it is exposed to human words, thoughts, sounds and intentions. 

The extraordinary life work of Dr. Emoto is documented in the New York Times 
Bestseller, The Hidden Messages in Water.  In his book, Dr. Emoto demonstrates 
how water exposed to loving, benevolent, and compassionate human intention 
results in aesthetically pleasing physical molecular formations in the water while 
water exposed to fearful and discordant human intentions results in disconnected, 
disfigured, and “unpleasant” physical molecular formations.  He did this through 
through Magnetic Resonance Analysis technology and high speed photographs. 

See the following water crystal photographs from Dr. Emoto’s work.  Each water 
crystal you see was exposed to the word it has written next to it prior to being 
photographed: 

 



 

His research also showed us how polluted and toxic water, when exposed to to 
prayer and intention can be altered and restored to beautifully formed geometric 
crystals found in clean, healthy water. The following photos are images of 
photographs of the the water in the Fujiwara Dam before and after the Reverend 
Kato Hoki, chief priest of Jyuhouin Temple, offered an hour long prayer over it. 

Dr. Emoto also studied how sound affects water.  The Emoto music studies 
demonstrate how certain types of sound, like classical music, generate beautiful 
crystalline patterns, while heavy metal music, generate ugly and distorted crystalline 
formations.  In the images below you see the crystalline formation resulting from 
water being exposed to Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 and then in contrast what the 
water crystal image looks like after listening to heavy metal music. 

Dr. Masaru Emoto put Water as a Living Consciousness on the map for the scientific 
world. He showed us how water is an energy capable of more than we ever 
imagined. The power human thoughts, sounds and intentions has to strengthen and 
disempower is one of the greatest discoveries of our time. 

His work has us question, if water is affected by the words, intentions, and energies, 
what about human beings, who are made of mostly water? If we transform the water 
and thoughts we are made of, what else is possible? 

There are legions of scientists who have built upon the breakthroughs of Dr. Emoto 
and are offering practical technologies for everyday life.  One such example who we 
find particularly inspiring is the Austrian Engineer Bernard Ratheiser.  Since 1994, he 
has developed devices that restructure water molecules and assist water in being its 
highest vibration as living energy. 



With vortexing and sacred geometry along with nature’s energies through precious 
stones, Bernhard Ratheiser has created a way for water to be revitalized when it 
passes through one of his water structuring devices. Every measurement in his 
beautiful devices is designed to evoke the energy of the cosmos and realign water 
with the energy of creation.  Take a peek inside the Jivara Maximus Whole House 
device in the image below: 

 

When water passes through his Jivara UMH devices, everything life supporting in the 
water is enhanced, energy increases, memory is erased, and toxins are energetically 
neutralized.  The following are actual photos of water that passed through the Jivara 
UMH device using the Emoto Protocol: 



 

We live in exciting times when new technologies like water structuring devices are 
making it easy for us to access water’s highest vibration.  Our understanding of the 
natural world is moving to new levels as technology embraces the truth of structured 
water science with sacred geometry, vortexing, and gemstones. 
Thanks to the work of Dr. Masaru Emoto, we now know what is possible when we 
consider water as a living consciousness. There are now many scientists diving 
deeper into what’s possible with the energy of water. If you’d like to continue to 
expand your knowledge there are many great resources such as these videos on 
YouTube.  For more information, you can also visit: www.thewellnessenterprise.com 
 


